The dawn of the new millennium has taken Indian business in particular and Indian economy in general to new heights. Never before globalization has been so obvious, with entrepreneurs looking around the globe as a market and find what is available to consumers in different countries. With spread of electronic media, telecommunication and internet, the number of Indian Entrepreneurs is growing and business is also fast developing in new areas. With growing importance to service sector, the entrepreneurs are becoming voice of the customers. Indian entrepreneurs are helping in wealth creation and changing the business outlook.

Many entrepreneurs are unusual, as each one has his own way of doing things, some become celebrities through their success and others are ridiculed for their unfulfilled dreams. All the entrepreneurs contribute to the spirit of free enterprise. An Entrepreneur is an engine of economic growth and industrialization. If India is enjoying a good place in economic growth and a nation of development potential, it is because some people have dared to dream big. Most of these entrepreneurs are out of step with ordinary, inspired thinkers, gifted dreamers, honest businessmen and hard working leaders.

National economies are undergoing rapid changes in their volumes and approaches. Two forces are bringing the dramatic changes. The first one is globalization, which is responsible for explosive growth of
international business and competition. No country can remain isolated. The second force is technological advancements. Technology is bringing unprecedented advances in speed of communication, quick exchange of information, high performance materials, new drugs, new electronic gadgets and miniaturization. The two areas of importance have changed every field of human activity and helping faster growth of business, commerce and industry, specially the service industries to new heights. India has taken a plunge in liberalization, privatization and globalization since July 1991 and is carving a place of pride in global business for itself.

The Indian entrepreneurs with their inherent intelligence, drive and hard work are making best use of the opportunities that are made available with the sweeping changes taking place in growth of business and globalization considering the importance of an entrepreneur as a key input in development of Indian economy. There are lots of enterprise initiatives of our role models like J.N. Tata, J.R.D. Tata, Adi Godrej, G. D. Birla and Dhirubhai Ambani. There are hundreds of entrepreneurs who have followed these role models like Ramadorai of TCS, Azim Premji of Wipro and Narayan Murthy of Infosys. Again, many of the new entrepreneurs have engaged in sunrise areas by following these role models.

It is easy to join and work in an established organization. The real risks, professional and organizational challenges are faced by an individual if one starts his own enterprise.
The research work on "An Analytical Study of Entrepreneurial Opportunities in Emerging Global Scenario" is divided into two parts. The first part is devoted to give a theoretical framework about the concepts of entrepreneur and entrepreneurship. A case study of 60 enterprises has been undertaken in the second part of the study. The data collected covers the very first working year of enterprises, and latest five year period from 2005-2006 to 2009-2010. The analysis of present position is based on the averages computed from the data of latest five years, i.e. 2005 to 2010. In case, the enterprise is established after 2005, the actual working period of the enterprise has been taken into consideration for the purpose of calculating the averages.

To pursue the objectives of the study, an attempt has been made to investigate about the socio-economic background of the entrepreneurs and their performance in the fields of production, finance, marketing and human resource. Main problems have also been dealt with in detail to evaluate the impact of these on the role conformity of entrepreneurship. The study concludes with a summary of findings and recommendations.